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Guidelines to contributors
University of Bakht Al-ruda Scientific Journal (UBSJ) is a refereed quarterly
journal. The journal is concerned with the publication of scientific ideas, studies
and with excellence in research within the field of humanities, social Sciences
and basic applied sciences. The first printed issue was published in January
2010 followed by other issues; the latest issue was in September 2018. The
publication in this journal is open to all researchers from all around the world.
Goals of the Journal
The journal seeks to achieve the following objectives:
1. Spreading the culture of scientific research
2. Documenting ideas, studies and scientific research.
3. Gives the researchers and scientists the opportunity to disseminate their
studies, ideas and research while ensuring accessibility to all interested parties.
Guidelines for Submission of Articles
Authors should submit the article in word format +CD to the following
address: University of Bakht Alruda journal office, Eddueim P.O. Box 1311; or
by Email, [Journal@uofb.edu.sd / abumohtadi79@gmail.com]
All rights are reserved to the journal and authors are alone responsible of the
contents of their articles. The opinions expressed do not reflect those of the
University of Bakht Alruda.
Submission Requirements
1. The submitted article has not been previously published. The article should
be in Microsoft Word Document format 97-2003.
2. Except by written permission waiving these, copyright for articles published
in the journals are retained by the journal.
3. The articles should be single spaced; 1 inch margin- Times New Roman 12,
and should not exceed 8-18 typewritten pages.
Title: The first page should to contain the title of the article, complete listing of
all co-authors and their affiliations in the order in which they should appear
without academic titles.
Abstract: The abstract should be dense ranging from 150 to 250 words
followed by Keywords.
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Introduction
The article should begin with an introduction that presents the research problem,
objectives, structure and methodology. The introduction should be around 8-16
lines. A graphs and table should be put in annexes with special numbers and
files.
-Mathematical formulas should be kept to a minimum.
Previous Studies
An adequate number of previous scientific papers should be reviewed.
Methodology
The Methodology should explain the methods used for data collection,
applications used for data analysis and key variables
Results
The main results of the research, and your contribution as compared to other
researchers
Discussion
After presenting the results, evaluate and interpret their implications, especially
with respect to the original hypotheses. Here will be the examination,
interpretation, and qualifying the results and drawing inferences and
conclusions from them and any theoretical or practical consequences of the
results. Discussion section should be opened with a clear statement of the
support or nonsupport for your original hypothesis, and to primary and
secondary hypotheses.
Conclusion
A brief summary of the research, results and recommendations without
repetition of the abstract
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